Guidance note for submitting commitments
for the Mutual Accountability Mechanism

Submitting commitments for the Mutual Accountability
Mechanism
Who is making commitments?
Under the Mutual Accountability Mechanism, all SWA partners, including governments, external
support agencies, civil society, the private sector and research and learning institutions are
expected to formulate, present and review commitments. These are drawn directly from the
plans, strategies, targets and milestones that governments and other partners are developing to
reach the WASH targets of the SDGs.

Defining commitments
Commitments must be agreed through multi-stakeholder processes, see the Mutual
Accountability Mechanism webpage for more information.

Submitting commitments
Each country or organization should submit a maximum of three commitments focusing on your
country’s priorities.
There are different forms for submitting commitments, depending on whether you are submitting
commitments as a government, or as an organization working at the national or global level.

For country commitments made by governments:
Governments can either submit an offline or an online form.
For the offline form, please use: country commitment offline.xlsx and send the form to:
commitments@sanitationandwaterforall.org
NB: When using the form, you can change the language of the form by choosing the appropriate
language (English, French or Spanish) from the drop-down menu on the cover sheet
Governments can also electronically submit their commitments here:
https://airtable.com/shr1opiz68yetGjdM

For all other constituencies and organizations
For all non-government constituencies and organizations (civil society, research and learning,
private sector and external support agencies) working at the country level, please submit
electronically here: https://airtable.com/shrTtPvuCfaUBSjE6
Organizations working within a country can collaborate to develop constituency commitments or
they can submit commitments as a single organization. This form is to be used for both
situations.

For global organizations
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For global organizations making global commitments please submit electronically here:
https://airtable.com/shrEPzGgL48wWEXTW

Please submit all offline forms to commitments@sanitationandwaterforall.org
All online forms will be transmitted automatically to the SWA database.
To have your commitments presented at the Sector Ministers’ Meeting, please submit
your commitments by Wednesday 20th March.
If you have any problems with any of these forms, or if you have any questions about making
commitments please write to commitments@sanitationandwaterforall.org
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